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Change Log :

Improvement: Greatly improved the program’s efficiency in uninstalling apps.
Improvement: Greatly improved the accuracy of detecting portable apps from the system.
Improvement: The analysis of installed apps will now work faster in systems with 200+ installed apps.
Improvement: The program now warns the user in case Microsoft PowerShell is missing or disabled
in the system. Uninstalr can be used in such cases, but its performance is not optimal and now users
is made aware of this.
Improvement: The program now warns the user in case Microsoft OneDrive seems to be syncing
data from the system. This can cause OneDrive restoring an app that Uninstalr just uninstalled,
making it look like Uninstalr failed to uninstall it.
Improvement: The program now performs checks to confirm it has full access to modify the system
before starting to uninstall anything. If there is no full access, the uninstallation can still be started but
the uninstallation performance will not be optimal and user is informed about this.
Improvement: The program now instructs user to choose "no" in case there is a popup during the
uninstallation process asking whether the user wants to restart the computer.
Improvement: After the program has started, it will still continue to perform certain analysis tasks on
the background until they are all completed. During this process, the numbers relating to installed
software and the number of detected paths will update on the user interface. Such changing numbers
within the user interface could seem a bit odd, that is why the user interface now contains a message
explaining this to the user.
Improvement: The program can now detect more anti-virus and other system security related
software and can warn user if they are about to uninstall such software with Uninstalr. This type of
software is typically protected against automatic uninstallation and therefore uninstallation with
Uninstalr will probably fail. Uninstallation of anti-virus or other security related software should only
be done by following the tools and instructions of the publishers of such software, never with any
third party tools.
Improvement: Detecting leftovers of old apps is never 100% accurate. Therefore, Uninstalr will now
display an additional warning to ensure user knows what they are doing, if they are attempting to
remove any app that Uninstalr is saying looks like a leftover and the wording in general has been
changed from "Leftover" to "Possible leftover" to highlight this further.
Improvement: The program now reports when it is waiting for the System Restore Point of being
created. Since this process is up to Windows and can take many minutes, it’s better for the UI to tell
the user that this is what is happening.
Improvement: Added an option to disable the use of automatically running script files to finalize the
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uninstallation.
Improvement: You can now choose to use the standard Windows buttons within the program. This
can be adjusted within the Settings view.
Improvement: In the Right Click > Fix Information view, the Jump To Software feature is now only
visible if there are three or more items on the list.
Improvement: Improved the accuracy of "You are about to uninstall app1 and not app2 and these two
apps seem to be related, are you sure?" warning so it won’t be displayed on apps which are not
similar in nature. That being said, there is no problem of showing the warning too often, so it’s still
calibrated to rather show the warning too often than too rarely.
Improvement: The program can now be better used in smaller display sizes and screen resolutions. If
there is not enough space on the screen, the program will simply hide non-critical user interface
elements.
Improvement: The app type, filter and sort menus now look better.
Improvement: Added options to select and unselect apps by their app type and publisher.
Improvement: Added a new feature called Ignore Paths to the Settings. This feature allows you to
define any file system or registry paths that you don’t want Uninstlar to analyze or even touch. This
can be used as one more layer of protection to ensure no important files are ever removed when
uninstalling apps with Uninstalr.
Improvement: Improved compatibility with Steam platform and Steam games. For example, Uninstalr
is now better in detecting the size of installed Steam games.

Fix: Selecting an app and using the Right Click > Show Data did not show all the paths of the app.
Only using the Uninstall option would show all the paths.
Fix: The user interface in the Settings view could look pretty bad on some screen resolutions and/or
app window sizes. Texts could be partially overlapping and so on.
Fix: The program was not able to detect the installation of Windows Hardware Lab Kit software, as
well as some other similar apps.
Fix: The program was not able to detect the installation of some Chinese software, such as a
program called 360&#23433;&#20840;&#21355;&#22763;
Fix: The program was not always able to detect app called WhyNotWin11, or it was incorrectly listed
as "WhyNotWin"
Fix: The program could display Access Violation or Out Of Memory error on some systems. This
problem might not be fully fixed, that is, it might still occur on some systems, but it should be at least
partially fixed. The reason for this vague wording is that I have been unable to reproduce the problem
in any test system, which means it’s a very rare issue, only happening on very specific systems and
therefore, fixing it has also been very challenging.
Fix: Changing the font size setting of the program didn’t work very well. The preview was poor and
the setting was not always even saved properly. It’s still not perfect, but it’s much better.
Fix: Writing something to the Hide filter will randomly move the focus to the Search filter, which
makes using the Hide filter very annoying. Fix: Starting to type something while on the main view
adds that text to the Search filter input. This was working, but starting to type could sometimes
randomly add the typed letter as upper case.
Fix: The program was not able to fully uninstall some builtin Windows apps, such as the Weather
app.
Fix: The selection logic was confusing. If you used a filter to show only specific apps, then did Select
All, also the currently hidden apps were selected, which could be confusing. Now the Select All and
Select Inverse operations only apply to apps visible on the list of apps. Select None applies to all
apps, though. Just in case.
Fix: There could be a rather long, up to a few seconds delay after clicking the first Uninstall button
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before anything happened on the screen.
Fix: When the uninstallation started, the progress screen could display "Uninstalling: " without any
other information, such as the name of the app currently being uninstalled. This was a cosmetic
issue, but could cause confusion.
Fix: It was possible for the app type or filter menus to remain visible when the list of installed apps
was being regenerated.

Known Issues:
1) The program is not fully compatible with screen reader software.
2) Changing the program’s font size from its Settings doesn't work as well as it should. It’s much
better in this version than in 2.2, but it's still not good enough.
3) Opening the Right Click > Fix Information can have a few second delay. This should have a
progress indication.
4) Automatic system restart might sometimes fail with Windows asking the user to confirm the restart
because some app is still running.
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